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Financial Freedom

Time Freedom

Mind FreedomWe work closely with business owners all
around the world and at the heart of it
most are looking for these key freedoms:
Financial Freedom, Time Freedom and
Mind Freedom.

FreedomFreedom
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Financial Freedom is about having sufficient

cashflow to  enjoy your desired quality of life.

 

Returns on your efforts and investment must

provide the rewards and results that you desire.

 

 

Financial

Freedom
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Time

Freedom
Time Freedom - we all want freedom to choose

how we spend our time. We want to work on tasks

that are meaningful to us, have purpose and

contribute to the wider story. Having time to

spend with our families and friends is important;

having the choice is imperative.

 

We need BALANCE.
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Mind

Freedom

Mind Freedom - controlling how we manage our

mind is fundamental to contentment. This means

having peace of mind, not being overwhelmed,

and managing workload, family commitments, as

well as having time for yourself. Freedom to think

is critical.

 

It is the ability to sleep at night.
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STOP doing things others can easily do for

them

START working on rather than in their

business

START focusing on higher value (better

paying) work

DELEGATE more

To attain the Three Freedoms, business owners

need to:
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Hello Virtual Assistant!



What Is A Virtual

Assistant?

What Is A Virtual

Assistant?



Virtual Assistants are dedicated Executive Assistants. They are
there to help you with business administration, client support
and all tasks related to your business. They’ve got your back,
they're just not in the same room as you.
 

To borrow a mash-up of dictionary descriptions:

Having a Virtual Assistant is like having a superpower.

 
Accessing highly qualified and experienced assistance and

business support can fuel your engine room. Tapping into this
skilled and remote labour force is a growing trend because

you gain efficiencies and expertise in a single bound.

Virtual

 
Adjective: carried out, accessed, or
stored by means of a computer,
especially over a network
 

Assistant

 
Noun: a person who helps in
particular work
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From 2000 to 2019, the global outsourcing market surged to 92.5 billion U.S. dollars and this tally
continues to grow. 
 
India and the Philippines have over 1 million Virtual Assistants working for businesses all around
the globe. Virtual Assistants are powering businesses from many platforms. As noted by The
Week, there are more than 5,000 Virtual Assistants listed on Upwork, 74,000 on Guru, 26,000 on
Freelancer, and 5,000 on PeoplePerHour. 
 
VAs have become the secret weapon of smart business people all over the globe.
 
US and Canadian companies can engage VAs in India and the Philippines at a price far lower than
they would pay for onshore virtual staff. The virtual assistant industry in the United States is
estimated to be worth $5 billion and Canada and Australia are not far behind.
 
The super strength of this remote workforce is moving the needle on financial efficiency. The art
to a successful relationship relies on functional proficiency and cultural fit. Simply, you want
someone who can do the job and fit seamlessly in with the team.
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You require broader and sharper skills within

the business

Some signs you may

need a virtual assistant

Some signs you may

need a virtual assistant

Administrative tasks are reducing time spent

with clients

Deadlines are being stretched

You are constantly working in the business

with no time to work on the business

Non-revenue-generating activities are

absorbing your time

Productivity is weighed down by inefficiency

The inbox is out of control

Spending too much time spent arranging

meetings and appointments

Chasing receipts for tax purposes and filing Menial tasks are a barrier to meaningful and

productive work

Too much time spent day to day sorting

travel
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The Back Room’s

Virtual Assistants

The Back Room’s

Virtual Assistants



THE BACK ROOM’S VIRTUAL ASSISTANTS

Virtual Assistants in The Back Room are process-driven, accurate,

committed and capable. Our VAs have exceptional communication and

critical thinking skills. We have expertise in accounting, administration,

legal, sales, marketing, and a smart group of IT professionals.

ABOUT THE BACK ROOM

The Back Room increases your business capacity by outsourcing

accounting, admin, legal, executive and virtual assistants, sales and

marketing, and IT professionals. We bring on skilled and qualified staff

who will help you grow your business. Our proven approach is a smart

way for businesses looking for that extra edge to access professional

workforce support.
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There are a lot of ways to bring a Virtual

Assistant into your business. At The Back

Room we focus on organizational fit and

function. Aligning your new team

members with your existing team and

operational style is key. The Back Room

will provide you with staff members we

know will fit with your business and your

culture.
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What Do
Virtual

Assistants
Do?

What Do
Virtual

Assistants
Do?
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Email management: Review your inbox and

respond to important and urgent mails

Travel: Organise and coordinate international and

domestic travel

Schedule Management: Organise clients and

appointments

Recruitment: Manage the hiring process and

documentation

Administration

CRM: Managing and updating software such as

Salesforce, Zoho, Hubspot

Communication: Distribution of client

communications

Digital: Website and social media management  

Coordinate: Manage all in-house and external

comms across all channels

Sales and Marketing

Payroll: Manage staff payroll 

Taxes: Manage Sales and Income Taxes

Creditors and debtors: Processing, distributing and

managing invoices for creditors and debtors

Reconcile: Manage bank reconciliations

Finance

Virtual Assistants are master organisers and administrators, they can handle
a wide range of tasks, here are just  a few:
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Why the
Philippines?
Why the
Philippines?



There are unique benefits to hiring a virtual assistant in the Philippines. Filipino

workers are naturally self-motivated, driven and hardworking, and coupled with

the value they place on respect for self-esteem and maintaining polite,

meaningful relationships with colleagues, they are model employees. 

 

Although this new business model is definitely well-suited to some situations,

certain business processes such as accounting, customer service and HR benefit

from a classic, human-centred business environment with a strong workplace

culture and ethos, and the Philippines is the perfect place to find your team.
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High level of English

proficiency

English is the second language of

Filipinos, and the Philippines has one of

the highest literacy rates in the world at

96.2%.

 

Filipino Virtual Assistants are popular

due to their neutral spoken accent;

they tend to sound American and this

makes them easier to understand. This

simple fact offers a significant benefit;

the remote team member is able to

integrate effectively with the team. This

also makes direct contact with business

customers seamless.
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Reduced cost

Virtual Assistants in the Philippines are

paid  between US $4 -  $15 per hour

(depending upon on their experience

and skill level). 

 

Virtual Assistants at The Back Room are

paid a fair wage that is above the local

rates.

 

We provide a safe and professional

working environment where the

Filipino staff are happy and proud to

work for overseas clients.
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Culture that creates a

superior workforce

The Philippines is a country with a very

attractive culture, renowned for

exuding positivity. This culture is built

on a network of social values, which

bind the vast majority of the

population together under common

values and a common religion. Traits

that are particularly valued by the

Filipino people include respect for

authority, strong interpersonal

relationships, high regard for self-

esteem, and a strong religious faith.

While the strength of their convictions

may seem foreign to many westerners,

it is the deep connection of the Filipino

people to their culture that makes

them a superior workforce.
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Australia has the highest average VA monthly salary of $5600

USD, while the Philippines has the lowest with at $500 USD

average monthly salary.

Costs Of Hiring A
Virtual Assistant
Costs Of Hiring A
Virtual Assistant

NZ AU US CAN UK PH

6,000 

4,000 

2,000 

0 
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Why Use The Back Room?Why Use The Back Room?

1.         There is a strong focus on training and

development of employees

 

The Back Room has invested heavily in Training

and Development. We have a dedicated Training

and Development Team whose sole role is to

onboard new team members and develop training

programmes to upskill employees.

2.     Systems and procedures are a key focus

 

The founders of The Back Room have an

accounting background and have always had a

strong focus on systems and procedures. This

focus has flowed through to The Back Room and

proven very helpful in getting employees up to

speed very quickly on their tasks. We make sure

everything is in place before we hand over your

new staff member.
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3.         Modern HR and feedback on employees

is important

 

We have exceptional human resource systems in

place. It is essential for a business like The Back

Room to give continual feedback on its employees

to clients and always look at ways to develop each

employee with training and knowledge so they

can provide better results for the firm they work

with. We develop our employees to work well in

your business.

4.      Where technology can help, use it

 

We use innovative software and online platforms

to manage communication, security and

information management. Our technology set up

is advanced and streamlined, ready to fit into your

business.

5.      The work environment has to be fun and

friendly

 

To be honest it doesn’t take much to create a fun

and friendly environment in the Philippines

workplace. The team over there have been able to

create this culture from day one. Every day there

seems to be a celebration for a birthday or

achievement! This enthusiasm will catch on in

your workplace.
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OUR STAFF LOVE
WORKING FOR
THE BACK ROOM

OUR STAFF LOVE
WORKING FOR
THE BACK ROOM

We have a great team. They are positive,

professional, highly conscientious and

hardworking. 

 

Working for The Back Room is sought after and

consequently we are able to source very high

caliber applicants.

 

Our work space is safe, professional and provides

an opportunity for the staff to use their skills and

continue to develop. 

 

The team at The Back Room are an extension of our

global family. We have clients all over the world

who enjoy working with our team and we are

delighted to have the opportunity to create a win,

win situation for our employees and for our clients.

 

Are you ready to bring on your next new staff

member?

 

The best idea is to drop us a line, or give us a call

and we can chat through the details. We can

explain some of the finer details such as cost,

timeline and any specific skills you might be

seeking.
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ContactContact

Outside US Enquiries:

US Enquiries:
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The Back Room

Sam Thomas

+1 951 303 4623

sam.thomas@thebackroomop.com

Scott Findlay

+64 27 243 4418

 scott@thebackroomop.com

http://www.facebook.com/TheBackRoomOP/
http://www.instagram.com/thebackroomop/
http://twitter.com/thebackroomop
https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-back-room-outsourced-professionals/
http://www.facebook.com/TheBackRoomOP/
http://www.thebackroomop.com/

